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Two application generations are on the table
Today: 14 nm FinFET,
2D die
Application
generation n

$ but low risk

Option 1: Higher
resolution 2D die
Useful by itself

Unknown
research
risk

Option 2: General 3D,
logic & memory
3D logic is overkill
Application
generation n+1

Easy step:
Already exists
for storage
3D Flash

Best option: Higher
resolution 2D logic die
+ 3D memory
Application
generation n+2

The big win
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Data modality
 3D relieves the penalty for information to switch between
logic and memory
 Changes algorithms
logic

Interconnect
scales very
slowly

 Discussed later

memory
Data A

Data
A

Data
B

Data B
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3D advantage example: sorting algorithms
Sorting algorithms
 Sorting network O(log2 n),
but requires parallelism
 Quicksort O(n log n)
runtime based on von
Neumann processor
operation count
 Sorting network O(n log2 n)
based on von Neumann
processor operation count

Result
 With separate logic and
memory chips
 Quicksort O(n log n) fastest
 Sorting network O(n log2 n)
slower

 With integrated logic and
memory
 Sorting network O(log2 n)
fastest
 Quicksort O(n log n) slower
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3D Scaling and Applications I
 Applications require more memory as Moore’s law proceeds
Neurons (throughput)

Human

Growth rate of HDD
storage space compared to
clock rate using Apple
consumer products (19842001). From Wikipedia,
which cites the diagram to
left as © Creative
Commons.
Source:
Wikipedia

Mouse

Rat

Honeybee
Fruit fly
Roundworm

Synapses (storage)

Roundworm
Fruit fly
Honeybee
Mouse
Rat
Human

Synapses
Neurons
7.50E+03
3.02E+02
1.00E+07
1.00E+05
1.00E+09
9.60E+05
1.00E+11
7.10E+07
4.48E+11
2.00E+08
1.00E+15
8.60E+10
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3D Scaling and Applications II
Why?
 Fruit fly heads towards food, avoids hands trying to kill it
 Humans use much more information to navigate





Who owns the property you’re on?
Don’t run out of gas
Take shortest path
Go through rain but avoid pedestrians

 A lot of new apps are in the AI domain
 Which model appropriate for a self-driving car?
 (Don’t drive the Tesla through the semi with a landscape painted on
the trailer)
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3D Scaling and Applications III
Scaling at constant clock rate
 2D chip will scale until logic+SRAM fills the reticle
 2D logic + 3D memory will scale further. Until:
 Logic fills the reticle OR
 3D memory reaches maximum layers OR
 Heat dissipation limit reached

Preferred
Solution

 General 3D: 3D logic + 3D memory will scale until:
 Heat dissipation limit reached, given lower quality 3D transistors
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3D Memory easier than 3D logic
Memory only
 Regular structure
 Ideally 1 litho step for n layers
 Amenable to error correction

 3D flash in production
 48, 72, … layers
 Available in stores and online

General 3D (N3XT)
 Arbitrary design
 Many litho steps increase
cost and reduce yield
 Error tolerance much more
difficult to achieve
Storage
thermal

MRAM
Transistors:
P-type
N-type

thermal

thermal
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Does it matter? Test case: Superstrider
 Simulations show 1000×benefit from 3D alone (sometimes)
Interleave

Speedup vs.
baseline

Interleave + Pipeline

Speedup vs.
baseline

Comparators
4
256
4
2048

128K-bit burst
inf. func. units
fcfs and greedy/64
part/64
part/8
16K-bit burst
inf. func. units
fcfs and greedy/64
part/64
part/8
128-bit burst
inf. func. units
fcfs and greedy/64
part/64
part/8
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Assumptions, or what could go wrong
 We assume the 2D die can be filled with logic
 Today’s microprocessors tend to have a lot of memory, which is
arguably to reduce heat flux
 Can we reduce energy consumption per gate in the future?
 Will architecture changes reduce power through reduced duty cycle?

 We assume a 3D memory as efficient as flash storage
 Monolithic 3D Flash uses one litho step for all layers, however the
process does not generalize to other memory types
 Scientists assure me that an equivalent process will be available for
the device that they are advocating (e. g. memristor), but I’m not
convinced
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Conclusions
 Should be able to continue Moore’s law with:
 3D memory (monolithic, i. e. tighter z-direction coupling) +
new algorithms +
new or augmented architectures +
3D RAM equivalent (where needed, as opposed to non-volatile)
 2D logic + 3D memory ought to do (Nmemory  FLOPS3/2)

 Can be done in multiple steps
 Scale 2D (EUV) with logic+SRAM filling the chip
 Move memory into third dimension and scale further

 Computer engineers will have their hands full with work on
architectures and algorithms
 Other uses of 3D are good too, but not as potent
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Thank you
See my Rebooting Computing
Column in IEEE Computer
April ‘16 Boolean Logic Tax
June ’16 Learning Machines
August ’16 Search for Secretariat
October ’16: Help Wanted Turing
December ’16 (see first page) 
February ’17 Redefine Moore’s Law
April ’17 Architecture’s Role
June ‘17 Reversible Computing
August ‘17 3D
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